
Question raised/Highlights of the Afghan Arrivals: SIV Screenings, Applications, and 

Asylum webinar 
 
Please feel free to email me at spoellot@refugeerights.org or use the Ask-an-Expert page for 
individual questions, https://ask-an-expert.refugeerights.org/s/, and the training materials for 
reference, https://vecina.teachable.com/courses/enrolled/1680997 .  
 
If Principle applicant is here and family abroad and has already started consular processing by filing 
DS-260 but visa app not yet approved, do we file I-485 for principle and I-824s for derivatives? 
The family abroad would be able to file for follow-to-join SIV’s after the I-485 is approved for the 
principal applicant (but not before). We have been told by DOS that no I-824 is required for NVC 
to process the cases the rest of the way. If they already have submitted visa applications, they also 
should be locked in under the CSPA so I do not believe an I-824 would be needed for that purpose. 
Filed siv after arrival in usa r not getting case numbers just an auto reply ..anyway to find when they 
wil even send a case number 
Unfortunately, as mentioned in the presentation, NVC has been taking over 6 months to process 
new COM applications—they have reported to us being in late August-early September in the 
backlog. Advocates can try calling NVC or a congressional inquiry. 
 
What if client doesn't have a task  or any other form of government ID? 
If the principal applicant copies of an older passport or tazkera, I would submit those, explaining it’s 
a copy and what happened to the original. If they have no access to a copy of a national ID or 
passport, then they may want to submit other secondary evidence to show nationality. I’m not aware 
of SIV-specific guidance for DOS or USCIS on how to assess nationality and generally this has been 
met through a copy of the passport and/or tazkera.  
What is COM approval? 
Chief of Mission (COM) Approval 
For folks whose DS-260s have been approved since their arrival in the US., do they interview at 
local office? 
For those SIV applicants who arrived with OAR / OAW parole and who approved I-360’s, they will 
need to file for adjustment of status to receive LPR status based on their SIV. They will interview 
with a USCIS office as part of that process. 
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Who can issue the Chief of Mission Approval? 
Addressed in the training – see the IRAP-VECINA course for more information on COM approval. 
Muhammad Asif Nakhtery  a.nakhtery@diospringfield.org 
For I-485s, what if marriage cert not available?  Medical records not required, correct, if done on 
base?  What if Afghan govt ID not available? 
If civil documents are unavailable, then I would look to secondary evidence, and affidavits if 
necessary. My understanding is that medical exams at bases overseas and/or in the US should suffice 
for adjustment of status applications for SIVs, see https://www.uscis.gov/newsroom/alerts/uscis-updates-
medical-examination-guidance-for-afghan-parolees-arriving-under-operation-allies for overseas, and our templates 
recommend that USCIS search the A file and only issue an RFE if needed. 
One of our arrivals received a conditional approval of the I-360. Will all approvals be conditional? 
All I-360 approvals for Afghan SIVs are conditional approvals. It should not affect the filing and 
adjudication of an I-485, or consular processing overseas. 
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For folks who haven't gotten their "HR" letters, but their co-workers have gotten theirs, is there a 
way for us to pursue such letters? 
There is no specific process to obtain an HR letter from a company. The HR letters themselves 
should contain contact information for the company’s HR unit. If the co-workers are willing to 
share this information, then the advocate or applicant can contact the company HR unit and request 
a letter. 
One of the most difficult situations is employment by CIA or Other Government Agency (OGA) 
entities where the US Embassy Kabul Annex issued letters. We have not had the email addresses in 
those letters be responsive. Perhaps a congressional inquiry could work.  
We may have 360 approvals conditionals. We also had to send to us consulate about interview 
scheduled for some siv who were already here to update the location? any info on how anyone has 
handled that 
Ultimately, an applicant in the U.S. would need to apply for adjustment of status and I believe that a 
copy of the I-360 approval should suffice as evidence for USCIS adjudicating the adjustment 
application to review the A file and confirm the I-360 was approved. You could also try mailing 
USCIS at the email address that sent the I-360 petition approval to let them know. If the original 
email is not available, you can use sivtranslator.nsc@dhs.gov, and NSCI360SIVAPP@uscis.dhs.gov. 
 
Some received an automated reply email to their COM saying the embassy in Kabul is closed, but 
the given email for next step is giving the same automated email. What to do at that point? what is 
the best email for COM submission? 
The COM application email is <AfghanSIVApplication@state.gov>. There are significant delays—
about 6 months. The US Embassy is evacuated and is not processing or issuing visas, but COM 
application receipts and adjudications continue remotely. 
 
Re: I-94’s  
CBP at POE said that Afghan parolees could get their I-94 corrected by email by sending the 
request to: OperationAlliesRefuge@cbp.dhs.gov. [one lawyer] did that and got the I-
94 corrected within 24 hours. Just want to pass along in case that is helpful to your other clients. 
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